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Deconstructing the Façade of Amateurism: Antitrust and Intellectual Property Arguments in Favor of Compensating Athletes
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Anyone who has visited Chapel Hill, North Carolina in recent years could easily come to the conclusion that two numbers are crucial to the school: 23 and 50. The number 23 is an easy connection for sports fans of all ages. Michael Jordan, a University of North Carolina graduate, immortalized the number during his stellar professional career. Arguably the best professional basketball player of all time, Jordan is known by many monikers: Mike, MJ, but also simply his jersey number, 23. The number 50 requires a more recent Carolina sports knowledge. To these fans, the number does not need a name, it represents the hard working and well-loved Tyler Hansbrough. While Jordan is the top professional player, Hansbrough makes a strong case for best recent college basketball player, especially at UNC. Even three years after he graduated (and has yet to make a name nationally as an Indiana Pacer), his jersey can be seen all over campus on any given day.

This kind of devotion to a mere number is not exclusive to North Carolina. The number 15 in Gainesville, Florida signals the Gators’ much-debated former quarterback, Tim Tebow. No. 15 jerseys are a top seller, bringing in $77,000 in sales in 2008.1 Tebow’s fans frequently incorporated the number in signs, like ones opining that he should win the “HE15MAN.”

On the University of Oklahoma athletics website, a No. 14 jersey is prominently featured for sale; on the University of Texas athletics site, it is a No. 12 jersey.2 Neither have names, but both are priced at a level beyond that of a generic number. Sam Bradford and Colt McCoy, respectively, proudly wore those numbers through successful seasons. Fans buy those specific jerseys to pay homage to their athletic heroes.3

This association between jersey numbers and the players who once wore them represents two fundamental, yet conflicting, collegiate athletics tenets. Individual athletes are the faces of their respective universities. Those universities and the NCAA are allowed to profit off of them nearly without bounds. So while they are a main revenue source, they are forbidden from receiving any compensation for this role.

*J.D. 2013, University of Virginia School of Law.
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I. INTRODUCTION

College sports have reached a pivotal moment in history. Many individual schools’ practices have come under fire by critics. The laundry list of athletic programs with some type of scandal just in the last few years includes: the University of Oklahoma, Boise State University, the University of Nebraska, the University of Miami, Lamar University, Georgia Institute of Technology, the University of North Carolina, Syracuse University, and most notably, Pennsylvania State University. The so-called “arms race” for football-oriented schools pressures teams to build better facilities and hire top-name coaches to recruit new players. Alarmingly high alumni donations must be solicited to finance these expenses, particularly since football revenues sustain the rest of the athletic department at these football-oriented schools. In this historic recession, however, donations across the country have plummeted. Schools have had to make numerous changes to stay afloat. On the academic side, this includes higher tuitions, while many athletic programs have been forced to make cuts in non-revenue sports, even eliminating whole programs at times. The University of Maryland is a recent example, as it cut eight of its non-revenue-producing sports. The school later left the Atlantic Coast Conference for the Big Ten conference in an attempt to increase revenue.

17 Maryland’s Big Ten deal includes multimillion-dollar subsidy, Sports Illustrated, (March 16, 2013), http://tracking.si.com/2013/03/16/maryland-big-ten-travel-subsidy/.
The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) is the governing body for collegiate sports. As an organization, it has not fared much better. Between the alleged arbitrary nature of the BCS football bowls, seemingly inconsistent infractions, and the questioning of amateurism -- the underlying premise of many of the NCAA’s rules, the NCAA has much to defend.

The negative publicity spreads over a multitude of platforms and personalities. Pulitzer-Prize-winning author Taylor Branch is best known for his trilogy on the civil rights era and his comprehensive oral history of President Bill Clinton. Branch was so intrigued by the NCAA practices that he penned The Cartel: Inside the Rise and Imminent Fall of the NCAA. In it, he goes so far as to compare college athletes to slaves on a plantation, NCAA property that plays for nominal pay while the NCAA profits off of their successes and discards them if they become injured or do not live up to their expectations.

Jay Bilas is an ESPN commentator, a former collegiate athlete, and a lawyer with Moore & Van Allen, PLLC. His Twitter account, @JayBilas, is most frequently used to articulate his negative opinion on amateurism. He has consistently noted that amateurism is simply exploiting student athletes. He points out that other student leaders, such as student newspaper editors, get paid for their positions without criticism. Coaches are not getting accused of not "loving the game" even while receiving astronomically high salaries. College athletes are the only group in the hugely successful amateur sport world that do not get the free market benefits.

Charlie Pierce, a frequent contributor to Grantland, Esquire, and NPR, wrote an article denouncing the NCAA as well. He predicted its demise by...
citing the recent stipend allowed by the NCAA as demolishing amateurism and announcing the new pay-for-play era in college athletics. 37

The Chronicle of Higher Education is a well-respected source for college news and job postings. It recently published a series of articles entitled: What the Hell Has Happened To College Sports And What Should We Do About It? 38 The strongly-named series contains articles from former athletes, one of the Knight Commission for College Athletics founders, the former National Basketball Player Association President, professors, and authors. The varied backgrounds and topics featured in the series are united by a common theme: the NCAA is in trouble, and it will take serious reform to put it back on the right track. 39

Even Congress has gotten involved in the criticism, with Illinois Representative Bobby Rush analogizing the NCAA to the mafia, saying the organization “would make the mob look like choirboys,” based on the myriad problems that Congress discovered in planning to discuss college sports in upcoming sessions. 40

Yet written criticism is probably the least of the NCAA’s problems. A recent self-investigation revealed “major missteps” during the organization’s University of Miami investigation. 41 The NCAA fired their enforcement vice-president, but doubts still remain if more unethical behavior will emerge. 42

Lawsuits have also recently been filed against the governing body: one by former University of Nebraska quarterback Sam Keller, 43 and former basketball stars Bill Russell, Oscar Robertson and Ed O’Bannon (combined in United States District Court for the Northern District of California), 44 one class-action suit relating to scholarship termination before graduation, 45 one suit regarding the NCAA’s concussion treatment, 46 and one from Pennsylvania Governor Tom Corbett regarding Penn State sanctions. 47 The Keller/O’Bannon case brings up interesting issues of both antitrust and the right of publicity, which this paper will discuss.

---
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II. ANTITRUST ISSUES

The NCAA has been the subject of numerous antitrust suits since its inception. While most fail, there have been a few notable successes where the organization has been judged in violation of antitrust laws. In *NCAA v. Board of Regents of the University of Oklahoma*, the court ruled the NCAA’s limit on television broadcasts per school and fixed prices for such broadcasts were unacceptable under these laws.

In *Law v. NCAA*, the court did a quick-look rule of reason analysis of a rule limiting assistant coach compensation, in which the market control analysis is eliminated due to the intentional price lowering in a horizontal agreement. The NCAA’s intent in enacting the challenged rule was to “reduce the high costs of part-time coaches’ salaries.” The NCAA did not prove sufficient pro-competitive benefits to offset the rule’s anti-competitive nature, and thus were permanently enjoined from reenacting compensation limits.

In two other cases, the court denied the NCAA’s motion for summary judgment. These judgments led commentators to believe there may have been successful antitrust claims, but both cases were resolved prior to final disposition on the merits, leaving the antitrust claims open for speculation. In *Metropolitan Intercollegiate Basketball Ass’n v. NCAA*, the MIBA wanted the court to declare the NCAA’s postseason basketball rules as an antitrust violation because the organization prevented member colleges from competing in the National Invitational Tournament (at the time owned by the MIBA). The court denied the NCAA’s motion for summary judgment stating that MIBA had established that the rule was commercial, that there was an agreement among the NCAA members, that the NCAA was not acting as a single entity, and that the NCAA had market power in the relevant market. After this ruling came down, the NCAA decided to end the litigation by buying the NIT outright and “unified postseason basketball.”

Similarly in *In re NCAA I-A Walk-on Football Players Litigation*, the court denied the NCAA’s motion for judgment on the pleadings because the players had demonstrated an injury, a relevant market, monopoly power, and that the rule on scholarships was related to trade or commerce. However, once the plaintiffs’ motion for class certification and motion to amend complaint were denied, the case was abandoned.
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However, courts have ruled in favor of the NCAA on most alleged antitrust violations. In both amateur and professional sport antitrust cases, courts have been quick to point out that some horizontal agreements are necessary for competition. As the court in *NCAA v. Board of Regents* put it,

What the NCAA and its member institutions market in this case is competition itself—contests between competing institutions. Of course, this would be completely ineffective if there were no rules on which the competitors agreed to create and define the competition to be marketed. A myriad of rules affecting such matters as the size of the field, the number of players on a team, and the extent to which physical violence is to be encouraged or proscribed, all must be agreed upon, and all restrain the manner in which institutions compete.  

Beyond just the nature of sports, courts have also given special latitude to the NCAA regarding its non-professional nature. It is now settled law that eligibility rules will not be subject to antitrust regulations. As it has been reasoned,

[T]he NCAA seeks to market a particular brand of football—college football. The identification of this “product” with an academic tradition differentiates college football... In order to preserve the character and quality of the “product,” athletes must not be paid, must be required to attend class, and the like. And the integrity of the “product” cannot be preserved except by mutual agreement... Thus, the NCAA plays a vital role in enabling college football to preserve its character, and as a result enables a product to be marketed which might otherwise be unavailable.  

The courts have allowed numerous eligibility rules relating to amateurism, such as an eligibility denial to a player who participated in the NFL draft, an eligibility denial to a former professional hockey player (even one that was not paid), rules restricting players based on age, an eligibility denial to athletes that used scholarship-finding services, rules limiting compensation per scholarship, requirements for academic eligibility standards such as grades and class prerequisites, and rules that restricted transfer and graduate students’ eligibility.

---
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It is not merely eligibility requirements, but all non-commercial NCAA rules that are exempt from antitrust rules. Courts have upheld such widespread regulations as restrictions on manufacturers’ logos on uniforms, certain prohibitions for an assistant coach and a hockey team that violated rules, rules limiting the number of assistant coaches per team, recruiting rules, and rules limiting the number of games allowed to be played per year.

The defining distinction for all of these cases is whether the NCAA activity’s goal is to “provide the NCAA with a commercial advantage” or instead eligibility rules which “seek to ensure fair competition in intercollegiate athletics.” While the NCAA will argue that not paying players for their appearances in video games, posters, and other memorabilia is to protect amateurism’s virtues, this argument is merely a front for what is an outstanding economic benefit.

The NCAA reported revenues for 2009-2010 of $749.8 million. Most of that revenue was from television and marketing rights (86%) and championships (primarily ticket sales, 9% totals), which would of course be worthless without the athletes’ participation. Less than 1% of the revenues, which still amounts to a hefty $4 million, comes from “sales and services.” The revenues include the licensing cut from the six-year EA Sports deal that allowed the game producer to market college football and basketball. The NCAA earned a portion of the $500 million EA Sports generated in sales over the contract’s span.

The individual schools, too, get their fair share of revenue. Not only do they receive a cut of the NCAA profits, the schools sell tickets, collect student fees, and sell their own licensed materials. In 2008, the top revenue earner was the University of Alabama, with total revenues of over $123 million. The revenue category most relevant here is “branding” which ESPN defines as “sales of branded novelties, sponsorships, ads.” The top ten revenue earners brought in an estimated average of $7 million in branding revenue just in that year. The University of Texas at Austin brought in over $16 million exclusively from branding.
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It is true that it is not simply the individuals’ fame that markets these items, but also the school’s status. Yet the six percent of apparel revenue (up to $1 million for some schools) from jersey sales alone are almost solely motivated by the athlete’s fame. In 2001, Duke student-athlete Jay Williams did his senior thesis on how his jersey alone garnered $1 million in profits, which went to private companies and his university. At the time, he was living on $600 a month.

This does not include many other items sold that have a direct reference to players’ names, jersey numbers, or even player images. A quick visit to the University of North Carolina’s athletic website displays auctions for signed merchandise such as game balls and posters, as high as $160 for a “Late Night with Roy” poster, that prominently displays a team picture. A further look into the school store shows DVD sales from important games as early as 1982, books on the storied basketball program’s history (complete with player pictures and interviews), and a link to a site where numerous game and player pictures can be purchased.

To allege that profiting from this merchandise is not an economic activity is completely inconsistent with the term’s common usage. As one analyst phrased the antitrust case,

O’Bannon is alleging that if the NCAA didn’t force him to sign this contract, then he could have gotten money from someone else (say, an EA competitor) to use his likeness. Thus, it essentially fixed the price of using his image at zero. Even if you consider players’ scholarships adequate payment for their services, this still artificially depresses how much they’re paid. If a judge agrees, the waiver would be considered an illegal restraint of trade under the act.

If a court recognizes that the economic dealings in this instance should not be exempt from antitrust violations, it will most likely decide to judge the rule on a quick-look rule of reason analysis, as opposed to holding it is a per se violation.

Under this analysis, “[t]he true test of legality is whether the restraint imposed is such as merely regulates and perhaps thereby promotes competition or whether it is such as may suppress or even destroy competition.” In this analysis, courts typically define the relevant market for the product or service from which the alleged antitrust violation stems, look for market power in that market, and then determine the challenged action’s nature and its anticompetitive effect. Put
simply, “[a] rule of reason analysis first requires a determination of whether the challenged restraint has a substantially adverse effect on competition . . . . [t]he inquiry then shifts to an evaluation of whether the alleged wrongful conduct’s procompetitive values justify the otherwise anticompetitive impacts.” 86

In NCAA v. Board of Regents, 87 the court did this rule of reason analysis on the limitations assigned to schools regarding television rights. The court here found it beyond question that the NCAA held market power in regards to college football, holding that “intercollegiate football telecasts generate an audience uniquely attractive to advertisers and that competitors are unable to offer programming that can attract a similar audience.” 88 Although a less explicit statement regarding college sport’s uniqueness, the recent In Re NCAA I-A Walk-on Football Players Litigation extended that market power to the rest of NCAA athletics. 89 Courts will likely not argue with the precedent and move on to the test’s second part.

There are definitely pro-competitive benefits to the rule. Many schools are already suffering from economic woes. The most recent NCAA report pointed out that only football and basketball programs were profitable at any school and only fourteen out of 120 FBS schools, or 12%, were profitable overall. 90 By preventing all non-scholarship compensation, the NCAA helps to “stop the bleeding” and keeps lower-income schools from dropping out of competition completely. It is unclear whether a change in policy would force schools to find more creative solutions to their money issues, or whether those fourteen schools would be the only schools able to recruit athletes with any type of skill and the rest would be engrained in a losing battle.

However, the rule’s anti-competitive effects prohibiting player profit from proceeds based on image rights are clear. If schools are allowed to use licensing moneys to attract players, they will try to maximize both the revenue from these sources and the deals offered to the players they wish to entice. Further, the competition among recruits will heighten. Both school prices and players will respond to market pressures by lowering or raising their price, depending on demand. Athletes could negotiate individually with colleges and both the business-savvy schools and players would distinguish them as elite. As one NCAA scholar put it, the current system is flawed because,

The expected and actual market consequences of the NCAA’s rules are a reduction in the wages of student-athletes, greater profits for colleges, a transfer of income from low-income athletes to higher income coaches, particularly talented recruiters, inefficient forms of nonprice competition among member institutions, and a misallocation of resources that harms consumer welfare. 91

---
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By changing the rule to allow more competition, these negative effects would be neutralized. Rectifying the financial disparity presented here may also increase competition between the professional leagues and amateur sports (since a more fair compensation on the college level will reduce the appeal of the paying leagues) and will discourage other NCAA rule violations. These benefits, or at least the possibility of these benefits, should be enough for courts to rule in the athletes' favor in an antitrust suit of this nature. Sports writer Frank Deford commented that universities should be able to find ways to pay athletes, and the rest of their reasons are merely excuses.

Colleges protest they can't afford to pay the performers. If so, they should abandon the business of sports—or, anyway, downgrade to Division III or only finance intramurals. Certainly, athletics is a valuable discipline, and a sound mind in a sound body is devoutly to be wished for, but having traveling sports teams is not a requisite for higher education. Either make the economic model work fairly, or get out of the business. To claim that you make millions of dollars but can't pay the performers is sophistry—no less than saying that you are operating a wonderful restaurant except for the incidental fact that you can't pay the cooks and the waiters (although the entrée prices are sky-high and the maitre d’ is magnificently recompensed).92

III. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ISSUES

The second claim that athletes had against the NCAA rule is one of intellectual property rights. Judge Claudia Wilken has dismissed the plaintiffs’ right to publicity claims under Indiana law but ruled that the California law claims would not be dismissed.93 Thus, exploring the right to publicity is important to understand this case.

Each athlete can be seen as his or her own “brand” and a valuable one at that. As discussed earlier, athletes are crucial to both the school’s and the NCAA’s profit. Robert Brown, a professor at Cal State-San Marcos, determined that if there were a free market for college athletic talent, an elite football player would be worth between $1.3 million and $1.36 million per season, while a top-named player like Tebow could have garnered close to $3 million a season if athletes were fairly compensated.94 In another study, the National College Players Association determined that the fair market value for the “average” college football player would be around $121,048 and the average basketball player would be about $265,027. However, with simply the money from a so-called “full” scholarship offer to live off of, a large percentage of athletes are

living below the poverty line: 85% for on-campus dweller and 86% for off-campus dwellers.\textsuperscript{95} The NCAA will go to extensive measures to ensure that it is only their approved members that are making money off of the athletes’ names and likenesses. In just one month in 2011, there were two incidents of warnings or punishment for illegal use of players’ images for profit. The Louisiana State University compliance office had to send cease and desist letters to third party manufacturers who were selling t-shirts that LSU was concerned would endanger star cornerback Tyrann Mathieu’s eligibility. The shirts did not have Mathieu’s image, or even his full name. The shirts simply featured a generic football player with a badger head, Mathieu’s nickname (the honey badger) and his initials and jersey number in smaller print. Even the shirts that omit the initials and number have been challenged by LSU as an NCAA rule violation.\textsuperscript{96} Unlike nature’s fearless honey badger, Mathieu and his fans can be stopped, at least from using this nickname or Mathieu’s jersey number to make a profit.\textsuperscript{97}

In another confusing amateurism rule exercise, Dwight Jones, a UNC football player, was declared ineligible to play in his school’s bowl game by the NCAA. The reason for the suspension: he used his own image to promote a for-profit event that would occur \textit{after} his eligibility expired, five days after his senior bowl game. After issuing an apology to his coaches and teammates, Jones appealed to the NCAA for reinstatement and was allowed to play in his final game.\textsuperscript{98}

It is clear that the players themselves or third parties are not allowed to profit off of the players in any way. However, the question of whether the NCAA and individual schools infringe on athletes’ rights is unsettled. Typically, it is assumed that the NCAA holds all intellectual property rights to the players, because the players sign them away along with their agreement to play for a certain school and follow school and NCAA rules. Yet out of 300 football and basketball players surveyed by researchers, only about half realized that they were signing away the rights to their likeness. Furthermore, 54\% of respondents thought that when schools put player images on video games or other products, it sufficed as an endorsement by the players.\textsuperscript{99} With such an unfair system, an argument that these contracts should be voided by unconscionability is easily raised.

Unconscionability is separated into two prongs: procedural and substantive. Procedural refers to the contract formation, most often looking to whether the lesser-powered party had “meaningful choice” about the contract.\textsuperscript{100}


\textsuperscript{97} See Randall, The Crazy Nastyass Honey Badger, YouTube, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4r7wHMg5YJg.


\textsuperscript{100} 8 Williston on Contracts § 18:10 (4th ed.).
Since the NCAA has a corner on the college athletics market, and both the NFL and the NBA have age requirements, athletes wishing to continue their careers practically have no choice but to sign the agreements that the NCAA gives them, resulting in clear procedural unconscionability.

Substantive unconscionability refers to the contract terms once formed, and “whether those terms are unreasonably favorable to the more powerful party.” The NCAA induces the collegiate athletes to sign away any right they have to profit, and forces them to submit to the rest of the NCAA rules that they did not have a vote in enacting, so this prong is likely also fulfilled. Although a court is unlikely to void the contract, due to public perception of the virtues of amateurism, it is clear that there could be a legal basis for doing so.

It also would not be shocking if a court factored in the average athlete’s unequal bargaining power in making a decision regarding a contract that the athlete has signed. In Los Angeles Rams Football Club v. Cannon, the court considered the athlete’s inexperience in the contract signing that ended his eligibility. The court said that while deliberating on the outcome, “it should be borne in mind that Cannon, while having been a highly publicized college ball player, was, in fact, and still is, it would appear, a provincial lad of 21 or 22, untutored and unwise, I am convinced, in the way of the business world.” Conversely, the court in Sample v. Gotham Football Club showed little sympathy for what the athlete thought he was signing, only giving deference to the team with whom he was signing’s clear “contractual intent.”

There are two ways, once the athlete gets beyond this contractual assignment, to enjoin the schools from profiting off of the athletes: the Lanham Act and the common law right of publicity. Although the two have been evaluated similarly, there are slight differences that are important to keep in mind.

The states typically enforce the property interest called the right of publicity. It has long been recognized that celebrities have the right to use their own image for profit, under certain general guidelines. The idea stemmed from the right of privacy, first established specifically for athletes in Ali v. Playgirl. In this case, it was recognized that Muhammad Ali, as a public figure, had the right to prevent some parties from using his image without his authorization if the purpose of the use was to attract business or attention. The privacy right was extended to one of publicity in Haelan Laboratories, Inc. v. Topps Chewing Gum, Inc., where it was determined that athletes had the exclusive, assignable rights to their for-profit publicity. Although states have their own statutes defining the requirements for this right, the basic tenet is clear: that someone else is profiting from a plaintiff’s identity unfairly.
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The right is not absolute, however. The First Amendment to the United States Constitution states, “Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press.” This obviously preempts any state law or common law principle that may arise, under certain requirements. If a third party is using the athlete’s name or likeness, it may fall under First Amendment protection if it is for a non-commercial purpose and/or it has a substantial amount of transformation, or artistic license, added to the image to make it a new artistic work. There are plenty of sports and entertainment examples to elucidate the difference. Parody works will be exempted from rights of publicity, such as in Cardtoons, L.C. v. Major League Baseball Players’ Association. In this case, Cardtoons was manufacturing fake baseball cards, with player caricatures and humorous text. The court ruled this non-commercial satire was a First Amendment right, which trumped the right of publicity. In multiple cases, the courts have determined that news items were also non-commercial speech and were thus more important to the First Amendment right of publicity. One of these, Gionfriddo v. Major League Baseball, protected the use of former players’ names, photographs, statistics, and video footage on the official MLB website because it was non-commercial and did not have a substantive effect on the players’ use of their own images for profit. However if the speech is found to be commercial, without substantive transformation, confusingly similar to an endorsement, misidentified, and was unauthorized, the right to publicity will override the defendants’ First Amendment rights. This can extend to not only the use of images or full names, but also the other aspects of a celebrity’s fame, such as Johnny Carson’s typical introduction, “Here’s Johnny.”

The second avenue for intellectual property rights is the federally enacted Lanham Act. The act provides a civil action for those who believe their “brand” is being diminished by a confusing competitor. It states,

(1) Any person who, on or in connection with any goods or services, or any container for goods, uses in commerce any word, term, name, symbol, or device, or any combination thereof, or any false designation of origin, false or misleading description of fact, or false or misleading representation of fact, which --

(A) is likely to cause confusion, or to cause mistake, or to deceive as to the affiliation, connection, or association of such person with another person, or as to the origin, sponsorship, or approval of his or her goods, services, or commercial activities by another person . . . shall be liable in a civil action by any
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person who believes that he or she is or is likely to be damaged by such act.\textsuperscript{121}

It, too, can be preempted by the First Amendment, but the statute is distinct from the common law right of publicity not only because it is interpreted uniformly by the federal government, but also because the focus of many of the interpretations is the alleged infringing work’s confusing nature, as opposed to its commercial nature.\textsuperscript{122}

Using these two frameworks, certain NCAA player image use seems more protected than others. It is clear that the universities should be able to use player photos and statistics in news stories. It is less clear that the sale of these photographs, video games, and DVDs should pass the “confusingly similar” test of either the common law or the Lanham Act. If the players themselves believe that they are endorsing these products,\textsuperscript{123} what is the average customer supposed to believe? Even the iconic jersey numbers may fall under this test if the combination of college and number are so associated with that player (as the catchphrase was in \textit{Here’s Johnny}) as to confuse customers. If a player’s number is retired at a certain university, this strengthens the player’s case as to the identity of that number with their brand. Yet certain schools like the University of Florida do not retire jersey numbers,\textsuperscript{124} so this should be just one of a number of considerations in determining the possible confusion.

One court has already considered right of publicity in video games. In \textit{Hart v. EA Sports},\textsuperscript{125} the court ruled that the transformative aspects of the video game developer combined with the insignificance of the usage of the plaintiff player’s photograph during the game was enough to put it under this First Amendment rule. It ruled this instead of creating an assumption that the player was endorsing the game under common law right of publicity or the Lanham Act.\textsuperscript{126}

The EA Sports video game challenged in the Keller case includes much more than a photograph in a montage. A recent journal article points out that the players in the EA game are almost physically identical to all of the players, even down to their accessories. The game players include very similar, if not exact, hometowns to those players whose numbers the “imaginary” players represent.\textsuperscript{127} The players possess the same skill set as in “real life.” The game can also be programmed to have the announcers use the players’ names, but only if those names correspond to the actual player that the game is supposedly not representing.\textsuperscript{128} In the \textit{O’Bannon} case, Judge Wilken denied EA’s motion to dismiss the California right of publicity claims because she determined the video game was not sufficiently transformative to warrant such an early motion.\textsuperscript{129}

\textsuperscript{123} Wolverton, supra note 99.
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It is interesting to note that the NCAA has repeatedly acknowledged both that the players have a right to publicity, and that the NCAA does not own it.\textsuperscript{130} NCAA president Myles Brand said in 2008, “in the case of intercollegiate athletics, the right of publicity is held by the student-athletes, not the NCAA. We would find it difficult to bring suit over the abuse of a right we don’t own.”\textsuperscript{131} If the players own this right, why do both the NCAA and EA sports get to profit off of it, but not the players themselves? EA is trying to argue that the game falls under one of the First Amendment exceptions. The most believable of these is the idea that the game’s transformative aspects make it a derivative work instead of a pure commercial use of the player’s likeness. However, the multiple ways that they imitate the players, from hair color to passing ability, greatly diminishes this argument.

IV. REMEDIES

Scholars have proposed a number of different solutions to bridge the gap between what athletes are earning for the schools and what they are allowed to take home. The first has been attempted recently, despite much controversy. The NCAA approved an optional $2000 stipend in October 2012 to approach the cost of tuition, but the idea was struck down due to widespread opposition. Some schools believed that the stipend defied amateurism rules, while others worried that the stipend would conflict with Title IX, the requirement that men and women’s sports be funded equally.\textsuperscript{132} NCAA President Mark Emmert still plans to reformulate this idea for use in the near future.\textsuperscript{133} Even if the prior stipend had lasted, it would have not scratched the surface of the problem. Reports say that many college athletes spend $3,000 to $4,000 out of pocket to cover their typical expenses.\textsuperscript{134} A stipend may start alleviating the athletes’ woes but will not fix the problem forever.

Another proposal has been put forth that would be modeled after the Olympic system. The United States Olympic Committee (USOC) handles the outside corporate sponsorships for the athletes and disburses the funds brought in to pay for the athletes’ expenses. The athlete can then receive the remainder of the funds once their amateurism has expired.\textsuperscript{135} This would present its own unique challenges. Corporate sponsors will only be interested in sponsoring big-name athletes, leading to a solution only for a small percentage of student-athletes.

Another option would be to put a profit percentage from the EA Sports video game, and possibly other merchandise, into the Student Athlete Opportunity Fund. This fund currently houses part of the ESPN and CBS income from the media rights, and is intended to be distributed to athletes who demonstrate financial need or to cover bona fide educational expenses.\textsuperscript{136}
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The athletes could alternatively be analogous to professional athletes, where the players themselves would negotiate with those people who want to use their likeness to determine their own profit cut. This money could then be put in escrow for the athletes for after they graduate, although even this may be a violation. However, a good first step toward this solution would be to simply allow more opportunities for a student athlete to be represented by a lawyer, leveling the playing field for all negotiations, to inform the players of what they are signing before they do so.

Even reforming the system for part time jobs would be a good start for the NCAA. Players received the right to have outside employment in 1998. But extensive regulations are placed on these jobs and severely limit the monetary amount that athletes can garner from these jobs.

Of course the main obstacle for these athletes to receive any type of extra compensation is the well-settled rule that athletes cannot get paid for competing in sports. Most courts accept this as a settled proposition. There may be two ways to get around this limitation. First, one writer argues that with the stipend that was recently granted, amateurism has already been destroyed; thus, the NCAA should consider this an affirmation that it is time for reform. Alternatively, the rule specifically prohibits pay for competition. But the proposed options are about being paid for usage of players’ names, images, and jersey numbers; they frequently propose to pay for expenses, not be given directly to the player. The NCAA could read these options as a loophole to the amateur rule, in order to merely ensure that players had enough money to pay their expenses and thus attempt to prevent the athletes from accepting illegal money from outside sources.

V. CONCLUSION

While this paper attempts to delve into ways that athletes could challenge the well-established NCAA rules, it is understood that these ideas are improbable at best. Courts are typically unwilling to go against the large body of precedent that exists, and the NCAA is well funded to oppose the legal challenges that face it. It is clear that something needs to change, and this paper is simply a proposal of a few methods of affecting this change. Hopefully, the recent lawsuits against the NCAA will spark some much-needed reform in college athletics. Until then, college sport fans will remain fans while hoping for the best for our favorite players.
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